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Join a band of mages, known as the Boo Breakers, and travel to a variety of locales. Cast spells to reveal hidden danger
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It's pretty cheesy and the amount of gameplay isn't huge, but it sure is fun wasting spirits with a ghostbuster-style beam.
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Operating the beam can occasionally be annoying, but mostly controls are rather intuitive. Definitely worth a few bucks, just to
bust some ghosts.. Fun, really reminds me of Luigi's Mansion! Great game to share with kids, especially at the low price.. Pretty
fun game. Reminded me of Unruly Ghouls a little bit. It's a pretty easy game to pick up and play and have some fun. It's not
scary. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh83S3wKncY. Really fun and awesome concept! This is what VR is meant for and
thrives at.. My review - http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/?review=boo-breakers-the-ghostening-budget-value-title-thats-
worth-it Let's Play - http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/?video=i-aint-afraid-of-no-ghost-boo-breakers-the-ghostening B Boo
Breakers is a simple game. Youu2019re given two wands u2013 one for manipulating objects and one for catching ghosts. You
walk into a room u2013 you manipulate objects until ghosts appear and you move them over a ghost trap(think Ghost Busters).
When you finish a room, you move to the next room and rinse and repeat. There is some surprises in the rooms such as
mayhem(getting swarmed by ghosts) or chests that have keys. The game reminds me a lot of an NES or arcade style game such
as Donkey Kong. It gets repetitive but its all about beating a boss within a time limit. The game, from what I could tell, had a bit
of content for a $4.99 title. I finished the first level in around 20 minutes and I actually though it was the WHOLE game(for
$4.99) but realized it was just the first level. A lot of the game is positioning and your worst enemy in the game are books that
the ghosts throw at you. It actually can get a bit hectic despite the cute graphics and simple game mechanics when many ghosts
are on screen, throwing books your direction. You might think moving is a good option to avoid but it makes it tricky to move
the ghosts over the traps. One of the bigger frustration is whipping the ghosts over traps. It is a strange movement in which you
kind of have to pull your arm back behind your head which sometimes doesnu2019t register well with the Vive(probably room
setup problems) or whipping them left or right over a trap. My biggest thumbs up though is the price. For $4.99 u2013 this is a
game. Itu2019s cute but actually seems to have content.. My review - http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/?review=boo-
breakers-the-ghostening-budget-value-title-thats-worth-it Let's Play - http://www.htcvivegamereviews.com/?video=i-aint-afraid-
of-no-ghost-boo-breakers-the-ghostening B Boo Breakers is a simple game. Youu2019re given two wands u2013 one for
manipulating objects and one for catching ghosts. You walk into a room u2013 you manipulate objects until ghosts appear and
you move them over a ghost trap(think Ghost Busters). When you finish a room, you move to the next room and rinse and
repeat. There is some surprises in the rooms such as mayhem(getting swarmed by ghosts) or chests that have keys. The game
reminds me a lot of an NES or arcade style game such as Donkey Kong. It gets repetitive but its all about beating a boss within a
time limit. The game, from what I could tell, had a bit of content for a $4.99 title. I finished the first level in around 20 minutes
and I actually though it was the WHOLE game(for $4.99) but realized it was just the first level. A lot of the game is positioning
and your worst enemy in the game are books that the ghosts throw at you. It actually can get a bit hectic despite the cute
graphics and simple game mechanics when many ghosts are on screen, throwing books your direction. You might think moving
is a good option to avoid but it makes it tricky to move the ghosts over the traps. One of the bigger frustration is whipping the
ghosts over traps. It is a strange movement in which you kind of have to pull your arm back behind your head which sometimes
doesnu2019t register well with the Vive(probably room setup problems) or whipping them left or right over a trap. My biggest
thumbs up though is the price. For $4.99 u2013 this is a game. Itu2019s cute but actually seems to have content.. This Vive
game is about exorcising ghosts inside of a haunted house after they've possessed your furniture and decor. I found it simple to
get the hang of from the very start. It's a fun family-oriented game. I like the idea of having to search for the ghosts with your
abilities and invoking them to come out from hiding. It's well worth the asking price of $4.99.. Pretty fun game. Reminded me
of Unruly Ghouls a little bit. It's a pretty easy game to pick up and play and have some fun. It's not scary.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh83S3wKncY
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